
Bromham Parish Neighbourhood Plan 

….your village   ….your say   ….your plan 
 
What buildings or features do you think help make Bromham distinctive?  

 

We have listed buildings, such as Porch House, Nonsuch House, Moore monument in the 

Churchyard, the Lock up, High street, plus our Conservation Area that have protection. 

However, I am sure there are other interesting buildings, features such as signs, gates, post 

boxes or features with links to local history or important people that are particularly 

interesting and we would like to be preserved. 
 
The list could go on but we need to have your ideas because we can use our 

Neighbourhood Plan can give these some protection in the future.  

What we can list is very open but there are also some national criteria that have to be met. 

The criteria are listed here: 

  
Criterion Explanation and examples 
Rarity This can include unusual assets such as cast-iron bridges and 

traditional signage or more common ones of unusual 

architectural style or materials.  
Representativeness May be representative of a particular architectural period, 

architect, movement, company or group of its time, for 

example Quaker, railway, Victorian and industrial. 
Architectural interest Of importance in its architectural design, decoration or 

craftsmanship; important examples of particular building types, 

materials and techniques (e.g. buildings displaying 

technological innovation) and significant plan forms. 
Townscape/Landscape 

value 
Key landmark buildings or structures and buildings that strongly 

contribute to a view or roofscape vista. Valued open spaces, 

(including designed landscapes, streets, squares, parks, 

gardens, amenity and green spaces), walls, fences, railings, 

street surfaces (including cobbles, setts and grass verges). 

Street furniture (including signposts, streetlights, benches, post 

boxes and telephone boxes). 
Group value Groupings of assets with a clear visual, design or historic 

relationship (including farmyards, terraces, group form and 

layout), contribution to street scene, roofscapes and 

perception. 
Artistic interest An asset with artistic interest exhibiting some degree of creative 

skill (including sculpture, painting, decoration, advertisements, 

memorials, gates, railings, door surrounds, finials and signage). 
Historic association Associated with an historical person or event of acknowledged 

note (including important local figures or events, for example 

landowner, commemorative event, charity, ecclesiastical or 

other community group and former resident). Highly unlikely this 

would apply to assets associated with a living person.  
Archaeological interest  There may be evidence to suggest that a site is of significant 

archaeological interest. 
Other? Extra? There may be some completely new other, or additional, factor 

thought to be of significance. 
 
If you want to suggest something, please complete and send back the form overleaf.  
Complete and send one form for each separate suggestion.  
Sending a photo or two would also help. 

You will also find a copy of the form on our website https://bromhamnpsg.org/ 

https://bromhamnpsg.org/


Bromham Parish neighbourhood Plan 

LOCALLY VALUED HERITAGE ASSETS 
 

 

Name and location of your suggested building or feature: 
 

  

  

  

  

 

How does your suggestion meet any of the following (which can be more than one)? 
 

Criterion Explanation  

Rarity  

 

Representativeness  

 

Architectural 

interest 
 

 

Townscape 

Landscape  

value 

 

 

Group value  

 

Artistic interest  

 

Historic  

association 

 

 

Archaeological 

interest  
 

 

Other? Extra?  

 

 

Please return to Boxes in the Church Porch or the Village Shop. 

Can also be e- mailed to bromhamnpsg@gmail.com  

mailto:bromhamnpsg@gmail.com

